NEW TOURIST BUS PLAN IN ROMA - INFO
On January 1st 2019 the new Plan for the entry of buses and coaches in the Limited Traffic Zones
(LTZ) of Rome will be effective.
The Plan has divided the territory of Rome into three restricted traffic areas - LTZ A, LTZ B and
LTZ C

TOURIST BUSES. For tourist buses, the most critical aspects of the new Plan are essentially two:
1) the general prohibition to enter the historical center (LTZ C), except for the very limited
exceptions concerning buses that carry school groups or with a reservation in hotels with at least 40
rooms, in both cases in the daily limit of 30 vehicles (on condition that the structure concerned attests
the real transport need). The derogation must be requested by the holders of permit A or B within 5
working days prior to the entry (the same day in case of a request at a check-point);
2) the replacement of annual passes with much more expensive (see tables) daily permits, the price
of which is modulated on the number of daily permits (50, 100, 200 or 300), the length of the vehicle
and, thanks to discounts or surcharges of the base rate, the environmental class of the bus. In the best
case, for 300 entries, the price will exceed 10 times the annual pass costs
The only benefit of this new system is that there is no limit quota for the permits (unlike the annual
passes in use until December 31, 2018) and that entries are no longer associated to the single vehicle
but to the company.
The possibility of buying daily permits in place of more entries and, on the occasion of major events,
the specific permit 'G - Grande Evento' remains valid;
The number of daily permits for access to the Vatican area every day of the week will be extended
and the same will be done for the Colosseum area.

REGULAR SERVICES. Buses used in regular lines, except those that perform services subject to
public service obligations, will have to pay annual rates established according to the length of the
vehicle and the LTZ entry (see table), with discounts or surcharges depending on the vehicle's
emission class.

The "Gran Turismo permit" in subscription, valid for all types of services (commercial, touring and
tourism), will be associated with the single vehicle so that the use of several vehicles on the same line
will require a plurality of permits. With this permission it will be possible to enter LTZ areas including the ZTL C (historical center) - limited to the itinerary and routes indicated in the
authorisation for a calendar year (1st January - 31st December).
For other information, please refer to the English section in the official website
https://romamobilita.it/en/services/new-tourist-bus-plan-rome
As for ANAV initiatives to face the new oncoming situation, we inform that next 13 of
December, our suspension request will be newly and for the last time discussed.

